OBJECTIVES

1) To educate the basic concepts of Modern Prose Writing.
2) To develop the thought provoking ability among the pupils.
3) To develop the skill of translation among the pupils.
4) To enable the pupil to face the problematic situation.

A) PROSE:- (AFSANA)

1) NAMAK KA DAROGAH BY PREM CHAND
2) I.C.S. BY ALI ABBAS HUSAINI
3) JEENE KE LIYE BY SUHAIL AZEEMABADI
4) KALE SAHEB BY UPENDRA NATH ASHKA
5) ATHTHARA AANE BY AKHTAR ANSARI
6) CHAUTHI KA JODA BY ISMAIL CHUGHTAI

Prescribed Text Book

NUMAUNDA MUKHTASAR AFSANE


B) A) Essay on General and current topics.
   B) Commercial and Technical Terminology.
C) Letter writing - Commercial and official.
D) Translation of the Passage from English to Urdu.
E) Grammar
   i) Parts of Speech - Kinds of Sentences
   ii) Muhavare

PORTION FOR THE TERM END EXAMINATION
MUKHTASAR NUMAINDA AFSANE
BY
(TITLE OF THE AFSANE AS GIVEN ABOVE)

DURATION:- 2 HOURS  TOTAL MARKS  60
NO OF QUESTIONS:- Four (4)

PATTERN OF QUESTION PAPER

DURATION:- 2 HOURS  MAXIMUM MARKS  60

Q.1) General objective questions (Seven out of Ten) 14 Marks

Q.2) Form of Afsana 08 Marks

Q.3) (A) Critical Questions on Short- Stories (One out of Two) 10 Marks
     (B) Characterization (One out of Two) 08 Marks

Q.4) Broad Critical Question on the life, Style of writting and Literary Works of the Authors or Short Stories writers (One out of Two) 20 Marks

TOTAL MARKS 60
PORTION FOR THE ANNUAL EXAMINATION
PORTION AS PRESCRIBED ABOVE

TOTAL MARKS  80  DURATION:-  THREE HOURS

NO OF QUESTIONS:- Four (4)

PATTERN OF QUESTION PAPER

Q.1) General objective type questions (Ten out of Thirteen)  20 Marks

Q.2) Critical Questions on Another’s life sketch, Literary works and style of writing
     OR
     Character of the Short Stories  10 Marks

Q.3) (A) Critical Appreciation of the short stories (Afsane) (One out of three) 10 Marks
     (B) Commercial Letter writing (With internal choice or option) 10 Marks

Q.4) (A) Commercial and Technical terminologies (Five out of eight) 05 Marks
     (B) Grammar
        i) Kinds of Sentences 02 Marks
        ii) Muhavere 03 Marks
     (C) Essay Writer 12 Marks
     (D) Translation 08 Marks

TOTAL MARKS 80
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UNIVERSITY OF PUNE
SYLLABUS FOR F.Y.B.COM
PERSIAN GENERAL PAPER I
W.E.F. JUNE 2008

OBJECTIVES

1) To impart the basic knowledge of Persian literature among the pupils.
2) To introduce the foreign language such as Persian.
3) To develop the skill of translation among the pupils.
4) To develop the thought provoking ability along with four skills such as listening, reading, speaking and writing among the pupils intensively and effectively.
5) To enable the students to grasp the content of Persian literature (Prose & Poetry).

TEXT PRESCRIBED:- INTEKHAB-E-FARSI

Edited By:- DR. ANSARI ABDUL LATIF MOHAMMAD HANIF
M.S.G. COLLEGE, MALEGAON CAMP (NASHIK)
and
PROF. ANSARI FAHMEEDA MOHD HAROON
J.A.T.SR. COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, MALEGAON.

PORTION FOR THE TERM END EXAMINATION

DURATION:- TWO HOURS.  MARKS  60
NO OF QUESTIONS:- Four (4)

1) General Objective Questions on Poetry Section
   (Seven Out of Ten)  14

2) Question on Technical Commercial Terminologies
   (Eight Out of Twelve)  08

3) A) Explanation of Couplets
   (Five out of Seven)  10
   B) GRAMMAR (Sana-e- Lafzi wa Sana-e- Manvi)
   (Four Out of Six)  08

4) A) Critical Question on life sketch, style, trends and
   literary works Poets writers.  10
   B) Question on forms of literature . (Poetry)  10

Total Marks  60
PATTERN OF ANNUAL EXAMINATION

PORTION AS PRESCRIBED ABOVE

DURATION:- THREE HOURS. MARKS 80

NO OF QUESTIONS:- Four (4)

PATTERN OF QUESTION PAPER

1) Grammar (Sana-e-Lafzi –wa-Manvi)
   (Ten out of Thirteen) 20
2) Question on Farms of Literature (Prose & Poetry)
   (Two out of Four) 10
3) A) Reproduce in your own Persian any one
   story from the Prose Text book 10
   B) Critical Question on life sketch, style, trends and
   literary works of Prose writers. (One Out of Three) 10
4) A) Explanation of Couplets
   (Five out of Seven) 10
   B) Translate the passage from Text Book
   (Two out of Four) 12
   C) Translation of an unseen English passage into Persian 08

Total 80
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